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Abstract
Information systems, which work as a knowledge core in an organization, have
dramatically changed in the last ten years and become an important tool for a company to
survive in the market. This research focuses on decision-making processes for
management of technological changes of PC-based information system. The main
research questions are: what the process to evaluate the installation of an information
system; what are the transition stages in an information system life cycle; what is the key
issue in each stage; and how does the decision-making timing for installation a new
system affect a company in term of both financial and cultural views. The research
methods use local field study to accumulate data, then analyze the data through utilization
of ground theory. The results are verified through the triangulation method. The
following results are obtained. (1) The technological change cycle for a PC-based
information system life cycle is 18 to 24 months. (2) The simultaneous innovation of
software and hardware of an information system can obtain better effects during an
information life cycle. (3) A systematic approach to consider the key issue in each stage
of the life cycle is developed. (4) The timing for decision-making for the installation of
an information system that affects the profit, risk, and morale is found.
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These results can be applied to the decision-making process for management of
an information system from both financial and cultural views. Once the technological
cycle is found, then the financial analysis can be utilized to calculate the cost and profit
derived from this information system. These data can be applied to decide whether or not
to implement an information system. The key issues present the difficulties in each stage
of an information system life cycle. The concept of decision timing can help the manager
to consider when is the appropriate time to install an information system in order to
obtain higher profit and morale as well as to avoid risk.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
When computers are successfully utilized to manage organizational databases, the
operation of an information system becomes more agile and efficient l . Due to the
convenience and profits from this innovation, people gradually recognize the efficiency
of data processing as a key to keeping an enterprise in a leading position. Enterprises
start to ceaselessly demand a short innovation cycle for their computer systems. A
typical example is the development of a Central Processing Unit (CPU) in the famous
company, Intel. Figure 1 shows the changes of the CPU process speed for Intel. The
CPU process speed rapidly increased twenty times during the last decade2• Although the
information processing speed may not be as fast as the innovation speed of CPU, the
successful implementation of an information system can improve both personal and
company's productivity. Accompanying new hardware production, various types ofuser-·
friendly software are blooming and aggressively occupying markets. A representative
instance is that Microsoft's Windows 95 has owned about 70 percent of the market share
ofPC operating systems in the last three years. During these dramatic changes and eager
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demands for human resources in the market, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
projected that the job growth of system analysts for information technology would
increase 92 percent from the years 1994 to 2005. The number ofjobs offered for system
analysts in markets will grow up from 438,000 to 928,0003 in the United States. In order
to upgrade their information systems, enterprises need to re-engineer their structures27•
In these new organizations, employees are facing new challenges to flexibly adapt
themselves to fit into new systems. Unceasingly learning new knowledge is required as a
necessary skill to survive in competitive enterprises. However, after working hard over a
Figure 1 Innovation of Intel's CPU Speed
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)long period, people in each level of an enterprise may become exhausted, and pressures
may cause them to suffer differing degrees of fatigue. During the reengineering period,
the atmosphere of anxiety and depression may surround an innovated enterprise or
organization. These structural, personal, and technical barriers may decrease the
efficiency of the implementation of a new information system4•
The information systems in enterprises that are dependent on high efficiency as a
competitive advantage may periodically change when new hardware or software is
developed. A successful implementation of an innovated information system can
improve efficiency and productivity in an enterprise, and reduce mechanical paper work.
Conversely, sometimes the installation of new systems is time-consuming and costly18.
The system may be rapidly devalued by frequent and unpredictable maintenance. Some
of the usual conflicts for the installation of an infonnation system are discussed in the
following paragraph.
1.1 Conflicts in decision-making processes
In order to successfully implement an infonnation system, the evaluating processes and
the management of technological changes are important. After several-year observations
from the industry, the conflicts for the managers in the decision-making process can be
logically categorized as the following items:
• When will we need to upgrade infonnation systems?
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• Which department in an organization should share the expense for the acquisition of
new systems?
• What is the acquisition strategy under a limited budget condition?
• How does an organization manage its information system assets?
• What may be the predictable effects after implementation of an information system?
• What effect will a renovated information system in an organization have on its
administration system?
• How can a company appropriately allocate its information resources?
• How do people adapt themselves in the changing environment?
In order to understand the complex management of information technological
changes, this research focuses on decision-making processes for management of
technological changes of PC-based information systems. The main research questions
are: what is the process to evaluate the installation of an information system; what are the
transition stages in an information system life cycle; what is the key issue in each stage;
and how does the decision-making timing for installation a new system affect a company
in terms offinancial view and cultural view.
These results can be applied to the decision-making process for management of
an information system from both financial and cultural views. Once the technological
cycle is found, then the financial analysis can be utilized to calculate the cost and profit
derived from this information system. These data can be applied to decide whether or not
to implement an information system. The key issues offer the information managers need
6
to conquer the difficulties in each stage of an information system life cycle. The concept
of decision timing can help the manager to consider when is the appropriate time to
install an information system in order to obtain higher profit and morale as well as to
avoid risk.
7
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Studies regarding the management of technological information change are complicated
because this topic contains knowledge about technological issues re)ated to computer
science and psychological issues in organization behavior. In this chapter, a literature
survey in the field of decision-making processes for management of technological change
is carried out. It can be categorized as financial analysis based on an information system
life cycle, stages in an information life cycle, and the effect on human resources. The
survey results show that a systematical evaluation process, which considers decision-
making processes, the transition stages in an information life cycle, and the timing in the
both financial and cultural views, is necessary.
2.1 Financial analysis based on an information system
life cycle
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Recently, activity based costing (ABC) was implemented to more accurately analyze the
accounting system of a company. John K. Shank and Vijay Covindarajan developed
strategic costing management that applies to a large forest product company to make a
decision on a major technological innovation. They blended three themes to offer a
powerful way to focus the cost analysis for technological change. These themes are
value chain analysis, cost driver analysis and competitive advantage analysiss. This
seems to be a trend in the future to solve the first four questions in chapter one, that is:
When will we need to upgrade information systems? Which department in an
organization should share the expense for the acquisition of new systems? What is the
acquisition strategy under a limited budget condition? How does an organization manage
its information system assets? However, the information system life cycle needs to be
predicted in advance for the calculation ofthe cash flow in the cycle.
A typical example is depicted as follows. Companies add a "requirements
scrubbing" phase to a project. to utilize the opportunity to streamline the system to
accomplish exactly what is needed, and no more. In the case of software development,
the cost savings are significant: assume 20 percent ($200,000) of the effort on a
$1,000,000 project could be avoided. Plus add the life cycle costs associated with not
maintaining that 20 percent. Since life cycle costs are about nine times that of
development costs, that is an additional $1,800,000 over the system's lifetime6• W.
Bruggeman and R. Slagmulder concluded that to access the impact of technological
change, a company has to answer three important questions7:
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1. How does the technology affect decision and control processes?
2. What is the impact of the technology on the relevance and the accuracy of cost
information?
3. What is the impact ofthe technology on cost estimation methods?
The difficulty in the implementation of the ABC method, to manage the
managerial accounting issue, is that sometimes the project cannot convince or gain
support from the higher levels of a company. In order to proceed with a financial
analysis, research ofthe information system life cycle is ne~essary.
2.2 Stages for an information system life cycle
Tom DeMarco and Timothy Lister collected data on nearly 500 management information
systems (MIS) projects and found that among the larger ones, 25 percent failed8• They
wrote:
We have been contacting whoever is left on the project staffto find out what went wrong.
For an overwhelming majority ofthe bankruptprojects we studied, there was not a single
technological issue to explain the failure.
The G. David Garson studies showed that most information system problems are
non-technical in nature: conceptual (people have selected software that is inappropriate
for the problem); social (personal and interpersonal problems); and complexity-related
(people find that the system is too difficult to understand and use). He investigated
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human factors in information systems and concluded with a focus on developing a
supportive information culture through a team approach9• However, the detail methods to
distinguish the complexity of the management of the technological changes of
information systems are not discussed.
Philip Anderson and Michael L. Tushman found some propositions for managing
through cycles oftechnological change as follows1o:
Inability to adapt to a new technical order seems to kill morefirms than the inability to
withstand a recession. .
More often than not, the pioneers ofdiscontinuities are competitors you already ~ow,
not newcomers to the industry.
Firms that competed in the industry before the discontinuity are more likely to pioneer
breakthrough innovations.
Nevertheless, in terms of information systems, the gap between technological
changes seems to be ambiguous due to the difficulty of effective evaluation. Companies
sometimes maintain their old systems and hesitate before upgrading. They sustain only
the basic functions from the benefits of information technology.
Yassin Sankar, who wrote a famous book about the management of technological
change, mentioned the strategic objectives for information systems, the effects of
information technology on change, and human information. The evaluation processes of
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the management of information systems and change processes are diagnosis, initiation,
implementation, and integration11. He induced a microscopic view for the issues related
to the management of information technological changes, but the change process, as
listed above, seems too simple to explain the details of the stages in a information system
life cycle.
Mushin Lee and Kiyong Om specified a conceptual framework of technological
innovation management as five categories: people, task, technology, structure, and
strategyl2. However, the integration of these five categories and the interrelationships
between them were not investigated. The dynamic change of information systems that
would affect a companY:s productivity is not mentioned.
The above literature surveys shows that the transition stages in an information
system life cycle and the key issue in each stage are good topics for the further research.
2.3 Effect on human resources
The structure change and the new rank formation after system renovation are discussed
by Czeslaw Jan Grycz6, 13. Some hints for people's adjustment in technological change
are investigated by William P. Cordeio14• To adjust themselves in a company, employees
should be consistent, communicate clearly, and stay alert. Thomas H. Davenport studies
human-centered information managementl5. The propositions in his article are listed as
follows:
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Paranoia about dissemination has its roots in practical information issues.
Many people suffer from far too much non-information rather than the "information
overload" they complain about.
Changing the company's information culture is the best way to implement IT, but it's also
the hardest to carry out.
Valuable tools are still just tools; new technologies alone won't change anyone's
behavior.
Hallmark has established "information guides"-translators between information users
and the IT staff.
Grand IT schemes that don't match what rank-and-file users want simply won't work.
However, in order to understand the effects of human resources' reaction during
technological change the key issue in each stage of an infonnation system life cycle
needs to be found.
Ernst G. Frankel considered the time frame of technological changes for ship
production and built up a matrix for the key issues in each development stage affecting
the environment, firm, work group, and people during the processes of technological
innovation16• He offered a better method to systematically analyze technological change
and assure the concept of Commerce At Light Speed (CALS). In the following chapter,
the detailed methodology will be discussed.
13
Chapter 3
Research Methodology
The research methods that utilized to study the decision-making processes for the
management of technological changes for a PC-based information system are: historical
surveys, a local field study, and verification. Historical surveys are implemented to find
the technological cycles of information system change. Some of the information comes
from the world-wide-web system in Netscape and literatures. A field study is carried out
through the analysis of interview data from informants. The verification process is used
to validate the historical surveys and the field study results.
A ground theory approach with qualitative techniques is used to study the
evolution process of information systems, the inter-relationship between hardware and
software in a technological cycle, and the integrated effects of installing a new
information system in an organization. In order to obtain data conveniently, most
I
research fields are in organizations in the northeastern area of the United Sates such as
universities, consultant companies, plants, R&D laboratories, machine tool design
companies, etc. The data of the selected informants is listed in Attachment A. These
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interviews include long-distance telephone communications and face-to-face formal and
informal talks. The protocols include four parts: the technological change cycle for
information system in a PC-based information system; the strategies for their companies
to define information system life cycle, the interrelationship between hardware and
software for implementation of the information system; and the profit, risk, and morale of
a company affected by the timing of installation an information system. Some of the
interviews are taped and written as dialogs. Based on content analysis17, the data from
interviews and literatures is condensed and made systematically comparable. The key
management issue in each stage of the construction of an information system can be
obtained.
In order to obtain a global conclusion, methodological triangulation is applied.
Denzin18 outlines four categories as follows:
(1) Data triangulation has three subtypes: (a) time, (b) space, and (c) person. Person
analysis, in turn, has three levels: (a) aggregate, (b) interactive, and (c) collectivity. (2)
Investigator triangulation consists of using multiple rather than single observers of the
same object. (3) Theory triangulation consists of using multiple rather than simple
perspectives in relation to the same set ofobjects. (4j Methodological triangulation can
retail within-method triangulation and between-method triangulation.
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The data is also verified with the data from state-of-the-art journals and
magazines in the United States, Taiwan and Japan. The research process is depicted in
the following figure.
Triangulation -
Validation in
Local Field Ground theory -
Study - Decision-making
the U. S. A.,
r+ ...... Japan, and
Interviews process
Taiwan
Figure 2. The research methodology flow
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Chapter 4
Analysis of the Decision-making for a
PC-based Information System
Data that is accumulated from field studies through local interviews and a literature
survey is induced to define technological cycles for a PC-based information system in
this chapter. In order to understand the interaction between hardware and software, a
. .
relationship between hardware and software in a PC-based information system is found.
After analysis through utilization of the ground theory, each stage in an information
system life cycle for information systems is deduced. The stages in the information
system life cycle are specified in order to understand the key management issues and
organization status of installing a new information system. Then a systematic approach,
which considers the period of each stage in the information system and the timing for
decision-making of installation an information system, is developed. The details of the
approach method are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 The flow chart for management a PC-based information system
Identification of the
technological change cycle
for information system in the
PC information system
The interrelationship
between software and
hardware for
implementation ofthe
information system
A systematic approach of the
key issue in each stage of the
information system life cycle
The timing of decision-
making process for
installation of an information
system
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4.1 Evolution of information systems
Most infonnants agree that the major elements of infonnation systems in an organization
are hardware, software, and human resources. The contents used in the selection of
hardware include the equipment and accessories for computers as well as a structural
design for composing these facilities. The software is in program packages designed for
specific organizations. For instance, database systems or merchandised packages are
examples that are popular in the market, such as Microsoft Word. Human resources are
the staff or employees in an organization who manage or implement the infonnation
systems. In order to understand the life cycle of an infonnation system, the technological
changes of an infonnation system that affect the perfonnance of the system need to be
found.
Although the technological change cycle is not equal the life cycle, in tenns of a
competitive company, the period of these two cycles are close to the same value.
Therefore, the first step is to find the technological cycle ofan infonnation system.
The hardware may be mainframe systems, which are being used in large
organizations; workstations, which can individually work or link to a mainframe system;
and Personal Computers (PCs). After the microprocessor development of Pentium IT
from Intel, which included faster calculation and graphic handle functions, the trend of
substitution ofworkstations by PCs in the market began fonning19,2o. The functional gap
between workstations and PCs became smaller. The evolution of hardware systems in
this decade is depicted in the following figure.
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Although, the mainframe systems have been continuously utilized by large
organizations since the 1980s, the network PC will be more popular in the future due to
its low-cost installation and easy maintenance. Therefore, the research of technological
change for information systems chooses the PC as a typical hardware system to survey
the technological change cycles. A survey and verification of the information
technological changes are discussed in the following section.
Mainframe IWorkstation
(Digital, "AJ{,~1000)
IStdBus; PC
(Research & productivity)
85
Mainframe
Demand
88 90
Workstation
92
PC~--
94
Time
Figure 4 The evolution process of information systems
4.2 The technological changes of information system
The exact technological cycles for a PC-based information system are not easily
observed. There are several factors that affect their cycles. For instance, the R&D
process of new hardware and the innovation of software are two typical factors that
20
dominate the technological change cycle for information systems. In terms of pes,
especially the change oftechnology is rapid.
About thirty-year ago, Gordon Moore, one of the founders of Intel, successfully
predicted the trend of the chip development. In 1965, he concluded that each new chip
contained roughly twice as much capacity as its predecessor, and each was released
within 18-24 months of the previous chip. If this trend continued, he reasoned,
computing power would rise exponentially over a relatively brief period of time. As it
turned out, his prediction was remarkably accurate. In 26 years the number of transistors
on a chip has increased more than 3,200 times. The details of the microprocessor
innovations are listed in the following tables.
The technological cycles for mIcroprocessors also can be described in the
following figure. From this figure, the technological change cycle is found to be
approximately 18-24 months. This theory is known as Moore La~. From this theory,
the technological change cycle for a PC-based information system should be 18-24
months.
Table 1 The technological specifications ofIntel's 1970s Microprocessors2
4004 8008 8080 11086 8088
ntroduced 11115/71 4/1n2 4/1n4 6/Sn8 6/1n9
~IockSpeeds 10SKHz IOSKHz 2MHz 5MHz, SMHz, 10 5 MHz,
MHz SMHz
lBusWidth ~ bits Sbits 8 bits 16 bits Sbits
lNo.ofTransis- ~,300 3,500 6,000 29,000 29,000
ors 10 microns) 6 microns) 3 microns) (3 microns)
IAddressable Ki40bytes 16 Kbytes 04 Kbytes 1MB 1MB
lMemory
[Virtual ~
"" ""
- -
lMemory
IBrief !First micro- Data/character lOX the per- 10 Xthe per- Identical to SOS6
!Description ~omputer chip, manipulation ormance of the ormance of the except for its
!Arithmetic ~OOS SOSO S-bit external
lmanipulation bus
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Table 2 The technological specifications of Intel's 1980sMicroprocessors2
80286 Inte1386"\'lDX Intel386u"SX Intel386UYlDX CPU
Microprocessor Microprocessor Microprocessor
Introduced 2/1/82 10/17/85 6/16/88 4/10/89
Clock Speeds 6MHz, 16MHz, 20MHz, 16MHz, 20MHz, 25MHz, 33MHz,
8MHz, 25MHz,33MHz 25MHz,33MHz 50MHz
10MHz,
12.5MHz
Bus Width 16 bits 32 bits 16 bits 32 bits
No. of 134,000 275,000 275,000 1.2 million (1
Transistors (1.5 micron) (1 micron) (1 micron) micron) (0.8 micron
with 50 MHz)
Addressable 16MB 4GB 16MB 4GB
Memory
Virtual 1 GB 64 terabytes 256GB 64 terabytes
Memory
Brief 3-6X the First X86 chip to 16-bit address bus Levell cache on
Description performance of handle 32-bit data enabled low-cost chip
the 8086 sets 32-bit processing
Table 3 The technological specifications of Intel's 1990s Microprocessors2
nteI486"\'lSX entium entiumPro entiumll
icroprocessor rocessor rocessor rocessor
ntroduced /22/91 /22/93 1/01/95 /07/97
lock Speeds 6MHz, 20MHz, OMHz, 66MHz, 50MHz, OOMHz,
5MHz.33MHz 5MHz, 90 MHz, 66 MHz, 33 MHz,
OOMHz, 120 MHz, 80 MHz, 66 MHz,
33 MHz, 150 MHz, 00 MHz 00 MHz
66MHz
us Width 2 bits 2 bits 4 bits 4 bits
o. of Transisto .185M .I M (.8 micron) .5M .5M
1micron) 0.6 micron)
ddressable GB GB 4GB 4GB
emory
irtual Memory 4 terabytes 4 terabytes 4 terabytes 4 terabytes
rief Descriptio dentical in uperscalar archite- ynamic execution ual independent bus,
design ture brought 5X the rchitecture drives ynamic execution,
erfonnance of the igh-performing IntelMMX™
3-MHz Intel486™ rocessor ecbnology
X process
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10M 500(mIpa)
1M 25
100J( 1.0
10K 0.1
0.01
Figure 5 The technological cycles of Intel's microprocessors2
The above survey of microprocessor development shows that the hardware of
information systems may have a technological cycle of two to three years. Hardware will
be upgraded because the market is continuously demanding newer and faster
microprocessors. Meanwhile, the innovation cycle for the software may be shorter than
the cycle for hardware. The relationship of technological change between hardware and
software is shown in the following figure. If neglecting the effects of human resources,
the effect of information technological change may be the summation of the curves of
hardware and software. After observing the cycles of technological change and
deduction from field research results after interviews, a conclusion is induced that the
effect of a new information system has a synergy, if both hardware and software is
upgraded at the same time.
The following graph can explain this phenomenon. If the technological change
cycle of hardware is longer than that of software, the effect of the implementation of a
new information system can be considered as the superposition of both hardware and
23
software technological change cycles. Therefore, the installation of the hardware and the
software at the same time increases the overall effect ofthe information system.
Technology Level
Hardware
Software
Information system
Time
Figure 6 The effect of information technological change
4.3 The stage effects of installing a new information
system in an organization
The deduction of interview data clarifies that the information technological life cycle can
be specified in several stages as evaluation, development, training, pilot running,
implementation, maintenance, and expansion. In terms of an organization that highly
depends on information systems, for example the R&D department in an enterprise or a
highly efficient service company may consider adjusting their organizational structures.
The transition of organizational change may have an affect on a company's culture. The
influence levels of employees in each stage are different. Therefore, the key issue for
management in each stage of a technological cycle needs to be specified. After doing
content analysis of field study results, the structure change, influence level, and key
issues in each stage can be refined in the following table:
24
Table 4 The effect of installing a new information system
Information system Organization Influence level Key issue
Stage status
Evaluation Original All or high Decision-making
Development Transitional Medium Resistance
Training Transitional Medium, Low Resistance
Pilot running New Low Trouble shooting
Implementation New All Revision
Maintenance Mature Low Manageability
Expansion Mature All or medium Decision-making
The implementation of a ~nformation system may affect the status of an organization
and the level of the organization in a company. The organization may need to re-
engineer. Therefore, the organization status may dynamically transfer from its original
status to a new one. When the information system is smoothly implemented, the
organization status becomes mature. Correspondingly, the influence level of an
organization and the key issue of each stage in an information system life cycle is
different. These patterns offer a manager the knowledge to become aware of the main
effect in each stage. Once the effect in each stage is chrrified and controlled, the period
of each stage can be identified. Therefore, the information system can be efficiently
implemented through the effectively handling of each stage.
I
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4.4 The timing for decision-making
Key management issues such as resistance and decision-making as seen in Table 4, are
broadly discussed4• A technology team at Apollo computer used a power and politics
approach emphasizing the role of coalitions in decision-making. The team built a
coalition favorable toward the new tool by involving key project managers in all phases
of the implementation process to minimize organizational resistance21 . Andrew D.
Brown mentioned that the effective management of technological change requires
transformational leadership; and change can be facilitated by the use of social rites. The
transformational leader, through the judicious use of dramatic rites, can encourage the
relearning necessary for radical change22•
In terms of technological cycles for a company that is highly dependent on new
infonnation technology, the timing to determine when an information system needs to be
installed will affect an organization's atmosphere, risk, and the profitability of the
investment. When the system is installed before this system is matures in the market, the
infonnation system life cycle may be longer than the cycle when the .system is mature.
Because the probability that caused this new system to fail is high, the organizational
culture tends to be unstable. The control of the implementation plan is more difficult due
to these uncertain factors. The details of the stage change can be depicted in the
following figure. The length of the bar, which is associated with different colors,
represents the period of each stage. The product's mature period means that the
infonnation system can be successfully implemented with less time wasted on
troubleshooting.
26
Evaluation Development Training Pilot running Implementation Maintenance Expansion
'i' I'
Premature Implementation Time
High risk, (high) morale, (low) profit -----1
Mature Implementation
Product's Mature Period (medium risk, good m rale, high pro It)
Low risk, low morale, low profit
Delay Implementation
Figure 7 The effect oftiming for installing a new system
When the timing for decision-making matches the product's mature period as
shown in the second bar in Figure 7, the schedule for each stage is more controllable
because the uncertainty in the information technology system tends to be low. Therefore,
good morale and high profit can be reasonably obtained. Conversely, if the
determination of installing information technology is delayed, then risk, morale, and
profit also tend to be low.
Most informants agree with these conclusions. However, there are different
opinions in the morale aspect for the early implementation of information systems before
the product is mature. It depends on the pattern of companies where they are working.
In terms ofR&D companies, in which competitiveness is the key to survival, they tend
to implement premature information systems to construct their competitive advantage in
the market. Therefore, their morale is high in the early stage if the system will be used
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smoothly in the future. Nevertheless, for engineering or service companies, the morale
might be low if the companies implement the premature information systems. The main
reason is that the productivity or the efficiency of these companies is the key for the
companies to gain profits in the market.
The above analysis shows that the timing for the decision-making of installation
an information system will affect the profit, risk, and morale of a company. The results
of these three scenarios for the timing of decision-making are shown in the following
figure. Information managers need to find an appropriate time to install their system in
order to avoid high risk and sustain a good profit and morale. The best time to make the
decision for the installation of an information system is between the premature and
mature periods as the arrow shows in Figure 8, because the risk decreases faster than the
profit decreases in that period. If the system is installed between the mature and delay
period, both the morale and the profit of a company decrease.
IRmk
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• The best installation period
......................
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Figure 8 The effects of the transition for timing ofdecision-making
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Chapter 5
A realistic validation of information
technological changes
The results from the field study in the northeastern area of the United. States present the
key management issues for each stage of information technological cycles and the timing
for the installation of the system affecting the atmosphere and profit of a company.
However, the local investigation seems to not be satisfied by the. verification process of
triangulation. Additional advanced research concerning domestic and international
information systems is carried out to develop and support or modify these results. The
literature survey about the management of technological change for information systems·
in the United States and the Asian area will be used. For example, Taiwanese and
Japanese information systems are examined to validate these research results sustained in
Asia.
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In order to verify the research results, the following sections illustrate evidence from
two categories, that is, the trend of information technology and the management of the
infonnation technological changes. In terms of the trend of information technology, a
macroscopic viewpoint from market sales presents that information technological
changes will significantly affect the innovation of enterprises. The issues related to the
management of technological change are focused on three aspects. They are human
resources, implementation risk, and benefits. In the last section, a concrete example
related to the implementation of Commence at Light Speed (CALS) is illustrated. The
configuration process can be organized in Figure 7.
5.1 The trend of E-commerce information systems
In terms of global market demand, business-to-business sales will highly depend on
information technologi3,24. Figure 7 shows that business-to-business sales will be the
main part of computer network business. Network computing that claims to share
information, will be the center of enterprise2S,26. IBM forecasted that the total revenues
from E-commerce in the world would approach $200 billion. From 1997 to 2000,
enterprises would spend about $800 billion in E-commerce systems. In order to face the
information revolution, 40 percent of the enterprises listed in Fortune 500 upgraded their
information systems. There were only 3 percent ofthat before three years ag027.
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Figure 9 The validation process through the accumulation data from the world
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The technological cycle of information systems, investigated by C. J. Wang28,
showed that the setup time for an information system is from 13 to 24 months. It seems
able to reduce the setup time for the information system to match the pace of the
technological changes of computer hardware, if the technological cycles follow the
Moore law. Some new competitive advantages may come from the highly efficient
integration of information systems.
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The technological cycle of information systems. investigated by C. J. \Vang2~.
shO\wd that the setup time for an information system is from 13 to 24 months. It seems
able to reduce the setup time for the infom1ation system to match the pace of the
technological changes of computer hardware, if the technological cycles tallow the
ivloore law. Some new competitive advantages,~come from the highly efficient
integration of infom1ation systems.
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5.2 Management of information technological changes
The effects of the transition for timing of decision-making, which is depicted in Figure 6,
can be verified from three aspects related to the three axes, that is, morale, risk, and
profit. The three aspects are human-centered management, implementation risk
management, and benefit management. The details are illustrated in the following
subsections.
Human-centered management
In .order to gain higher profit and to encourage morale, most efficient enterprises are
trying to install a mature information system at the appropriate time. Taiwanese
enterprises are not excluded in this innovation process. After a field study in Taiwan by
C. J. Wang27, he concluded some important issues that included interviews with
successful American entrepreneurs. The issues related to the decision-making in terms of
human resources are mentioned as follows:
The C. E. O. of Intel, Andrew S. Grove22, who visited Taiwan this year, explained
that the E-commerce links manufacturers, suppliers, and customers as a network to do
business. The key point for development of E-commerce is not technologies but the
change of concepts and investment strategies. He pointed out that when the technologies
of writing and speaking input for a computer system are mature, information would
become easy to obtain and handle. The core problems for information systems are not
the technology itself but the willingness to invest and the ability to conquer the
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generation gap in cognition. Grove observed that the culture that affects E-commerce
does not come from the relations between different nations but from the generation gap.
A successful information system is not only dependent on its technology but also
on the fusion ofhuman feeling and life style.
Freeman29 mentioned that inter-operability was a much tougher challenge than
anticipated and that delineating phases by time was hard ifnot impossible to discipline.
The above discussion offers the importance of timing and harmony associated
with human resources for the decision-making and the management issues of information
technology.
Implementation Risk Management
Table 5 The timing ofproducts sold through the Intemet22
Early Adoption Later Adoption
Business
Purchases
DURABLE GOODS SERVICES
WHOLESALING TRANSPORTATION
Consumer
Purchases
TRAVEL
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE
BOOKS, MUSIC, AND
ENTERTAINMENT
(Data: Forrester Research Inc., Business Week)
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HOUSING
FOOD AND
BEVERAGES
SERVICES
For business purchases, the lower risk and high maintainability products, such as
durable goods and wholesaling, sold early on the computer network. More than 43
percent of durable-goods, led by makers of computers and other high-tech hardware
manufacturers, will conduct business-to-business commerce over the Internet by 2001,
with sales reaching $99 billion26• A similar phenomenon has happened for consumer
purchases, travel, computer hardware and software, and book, music, and entertainment,
which have been adopted early and sold through the Internet.
These results show the enterprises seriously consider the timing of implementing
information systems. Their strategies, which follow the pattern in Figure 7, are to find
the mature period of information systems in order to avoid risk, gain higher profit, and
encourage employees' morale.
Benefit Management
The global integration of information systems is a trend for the international companies
to construct competitive advantages. The articles that mentioned the benefits· from the
integration of information systems can be found in the United States and Japan. The
following examples show the beneficiaries of the application of information technologies
to improve their competitive agility in their markets:
I
• Pratt & Whitney: procurement process streamlined with enterprise integration; 83
percent of suppliers use EDI, representing 92 percent ofpurchase volume.
• Boeing: integrated process and product development resulted in proprietary
advantage. Although Contractor Integrated Technical Information System (CITIS)
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application was discontinued, the development of Boeing 777 successfully shared
the information system with its cooperators in Japan, Australia, and
Europe30,31 ,32,33,34,35.
• Northrup Grumman: Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM) and
CITIS developed for documentation and training during B2 Bomber contract.
• Lockheed Aeronautical: procurement streamlined in acquisition process and
system requirements; dramatic performance improvement and lower transaction
costs resulted.
• McDonell Douglas: C-17 Program required enterprise integration through CITIS;
major problems corrected and cost reduced.
• Caterpillar Tractor: achieved enterprise integration in design and manufacturing
engineering; successful company turnaround and increased market share.
• Rockwell International: Bl Bomber project required integrated data strategy;
Commerce at Light Speed (CALS) product solution employed on all Bl
maintenance USAF sites.
• US Navy: Marshall Space Center, Surface Warfare Center, AEGIS Destroyer
Program and others implement CALS strategy for CITIC and file exchange.
• Texas Instruments: Software lets Texas Instruments fill 60,000 orders a month
for 45,000 kinds of devices, meeting delivery deadlines 95 percent of the time36.
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5.3 Information management from CALS
In order to eliminate time-consuming processes and to successfully utilize limited
resources, electronic transfer implementations like CALS have the potential to transform
the ways in which we manage commerce, industry, construction, and even our personal
data. Talents and resources are pooled between individual companies, creating a
community in which information is freely exchanged and all benefit. The objectives of
CALS that can be achieved are3?:
• Reduce costs of technical writing by 40 percent
• Reduce costs ofpublishing by 30 percent
• Reduce cycle times by 900 percent
• .Reduce product development time by 40 to 60 percent
CALS (Commerce At Light Speed) simply means the elimination of paper from
industrial processes. The Department of Defense (DOD), the Electronic Commerce
Office, and the American industry to enhance the technical and competitive posture of the
United States industrial base initiated CALS in 198538• Implementing CALS means
evaluating the generation, exchange, management, and utilization of information.
Shrinking resources and increasing competition are forcing business and industry to focus
on increasing productivity, reducing manufacturing time and improving quality at
reduced cose9. CALS has progressed rapidly over the last decade in part because it is
aligned with efforts to achieve global electronic commerce and virtual enterprises.
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Japanese articles mentioned that CALS facilitates standardization of engineering and
technical data, and integration that will enable concurrent engineering. CALS
technologies encompass40,41,42,43,44,45:
• Business Automation
• Communication
• Database Design and Management
• Plant Automation
• Security
• Technical Data Exchange
• WorkFlow
As CALS migrates from the government to other sectors, applications have
evolved to meet specific industry needs. In addition to the defense industry, the U. S.
banking industry is rapidly changing as electronic commerce is implemented. CALS
strategy improves archiving processes and legacy data management by overhauling
unwieldy paper-based and manual systems. Other CALS users include engineering
design and construction, import/export, medical, and plant and office automation.
Engineering and medical in particular, with their large quantities of oversized drawings
and other images, are prime beneficiaries of CALS technology. Table 6 summarizes
several of the more prominent CALS standards and their application.
Table 6 the main CALS standards46,47
IIndustry 1 A_p:....:p~l_ic_a_ti_on_D_e_sc_r....::.ip_ti_o_n D_O_D _
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Standard
IGES
SGML
Raster
CGM
Transactio
Set 841
STEP
Provide guidance on the technology, standards, MIL-HDBK-59
and procurement process as related to the
transition from a paper-intensive activity to
one operating with digital information.
The primary defense standardization document MIL-STD-1840
for the selected CALS standards. Identifies
by application which industry standard
and corresponding DOD Std. Documentation to
use. It also provides standard "envelopin
procedures for transferring standard data forms.
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) - MIL-D-28000
neutral file format for the representation and
transfer ofproduct data among CAD/CAM
systems and application programs.
(ANS YI4.26M; FIPS 177)
Standard Generalized Markup Specification MIL-M-28001
(IGES) - Markup requirements, tagging and
generic system specifications for page-
oriented document text. (IS 8879; FIPS 152)
The algorithm used for compression of MIL-R-28002
scanned images. Uses the code from the
group 4 facsimile recommendation
ofthe International Telegraph and
Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT)
(pIPS 150 and Federal Standard 1064). A
tiled form is described by using the
architecture nomenclature ofthe Open
Document Architecture international standard
( IS 8613-7; Draft FIPS)
Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) - A MIL-D-28003
neutral format for the description, storage,
and communication ofgraphical information.
(IS 8632.1-4; ANS 8632.1-4, FIPS 128-1)
The format for exchanging business Electrical Data
information between trading partners. Interchange (EDI)
Transaction Set 841 is a national industry Transaction Set
standard. UNECE EDIFACT is an 841
international EDI standard. (ANS X12; FIPS 161-1)
Standard for the Exchange ofProduct model STEP
data (STEP) - A computer interpretable
data representation format being developed
to include all product model data necessary to
define throughout its life cycle. Product
Data Exchange using STEP (PDES) is the
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U. S. activity supporting STEP development.
(DIS 10303; Proposed Draft ANS USPROIIPO-
200)
Database A structured query language for accessing equired by
Language databases in a standardized manner. Used IL STD-1388
SQL within the Department ofDefense CALS initiative
to access logistics support analysis data. (IS
9075; ANS X3.135-1992; FIPS 127-2)
Contractor Integrated technical Infonnation MIL STD-974
Service (CITIS) -Contractor-provided service
for electronic access and/or delivery of
contractually committed business and
technical infonnation on a need to know basis.
Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM) MIL-M-87268
- This military specification prescribes
the requirements governing the creation of
IETMs and the development ofIETM
presentation software applicable to a
computer-controlled electronic display system
(EDS)
Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM) MIL-D-87269
This military specification prescribes the
interchange fonnat for delivery of an IETM
database to the Government.
Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM) MIL-Q-87270
This military specification prescribes
the requirements for an IETM Contractor's
Quality Assurance (QA) program.
From the above analysis, the validations for a system approach management of
the infonnation systems are found. The management of technological change for
infonnation systems needs to consider the role of people as a center of the system.
People have to flexibly adjust themselves to target moving objectives due to the
shortening cycles of technological changes. Continuous learning, especially in one's
interested aspects, will be one goal not only for personnel but also for enterprises.
Appropriate timing for the installation of infonnation systems can avoid risk, gain higher
profit, and encourage the enterprise's morale.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The high-speed transaction and accumulation ofknowledge are shortening the technology
life cycle for information systems. In order to manage the information systems, a
dynamic and systematic approach method is needed. This research constructs the
following results:
• The technological change cycle for a PC-based information system life cycle is 18
to 24 months.
• The simultaneous innovation of the software and hardware of an information
system can obtain better effects during an information cycle.
• A systematic approach to consider the key issue 10 each stage for the
implementation of an information system is developed.
• The timing of decision-making that affects the profit, risk, and morale of an
organization is found.
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A successful infonnation system is based on considerable management of the
enterprise's morale, risk, and profit. Meanwhile, an understanding of the best time to
innovate infonnation systems is necessary. The effect from· an innovated infonnation
system is not only to improve enterprise's efficiency, but also to upgrade the quality of
the staffs lifestyles. The validation of these trends does affect all human beings every
day. In order to gain the benefits from infonnation technology innovation, continuously
learning about knowledge from one's interested aspects will help to adjust one's pace in
the world. The overall research results and the future works are described in Figure 11.
The future research for the infonnation technological changes can be illustI:ated as
follows:
• Transaction cost analysis for infonnation systems
The cost transaction in the infrastructure of an enterprise can be used to
quantitatively analyze marginal cost and marginal benefit for the decision-making of
installation of an infonnation system. The results can help decision-makers reduce the
time to consider when cost analysis is needed to innovate their infonnation systems.
• International production front analysis
Production front analysis is utilized to find the productivity of an enterprise or a
country. Two factors, that is, investment in infonnation systems and human resources,
can be applied to analyze its revenue or Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Therefore, the
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competitive advantages from the deployment of information systems between
enterprises or countries can be found.
• The organization behavior changes due to information technological changes
The organization behavior changes will affect the culture of an enterprise. The
faster the changes are understood, the more harmoniously the organization
structure will form. This potential energy, which can be quantitatively described,
will offer the chance for an enterprise to more responsibly adjust itself in the
computer network age.
• Gap minimization between generations affected by information technological
changes
Due to the different skills of implementation of information systems, the
generation gap resulting from the different abilities of learning knowledge may
affect an organization. The leaders in enterprises will be people who can
efficiently acquire, utilize, and induce the knowledge. The way to minimize the
generation·gap will be to use the core technology to help an organization to re-
engineer and avoid the layoffofold employees.
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Sophia Hsei Group leader ofInf. Dept Chrysler Co.
Steven W. Scott, Ph.D. Bethlehem Site Manager M. A. Hanna Co.
Thomas E. Long QA/QC Specialist Rhetech Inc.
Peter Y. Bryan Manager ofComputer Lehigh University
systems
Mike Rieder Senior Programmer / Tokai Financial Service I
Analyst
Thomas G. Oei Manager of Developm SubMicron Systems Co.
Eng.
Nichole C. Wolfgang Performance Technology RWD Technologies, Inc.
Services
Kartik B. Damany ETO Systems Team Lea Air Products & Chemic
Process Controls Inc.
I-Pin Philip Ng Financial Analyzer Air Products & Chemic
Inc.
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Vita
Hsueh-Ming'Steve Wang was born in Tai-Chung, Taiwan in July 17, 1961. He is the
first son of Hsing-Chiu Wang and Pei-Mei Lin. He graduated from the Department of
Mechanical Engineering of Chung Cheng Institute of Technology (CCIT) in 1983. When
he started to work in the national precision prototype manufacturing factory of Chung
Shan Institute of Science and Technology (CSIST), he had a dream ofbecoming a master
in the field of manufacturing. After five years working as an assistant engineer, he came
to the U. S. A. to study at Northwestern University. In no sooner than one year, he
obtained a Master-degree in Manufacturing Engineering. Then he went back to the same
work place in Taiwan and later was promoted to a manager of the Manufacturing
Department and a project manager. He also taught in CCIT as a lecturer. During this
period, he had several research papers published at international conferences and in
domestic journals. The original motivation continuously drove him to improve his
knowledge in this field realistically and caused him to pursue a Ph.D. in the Industrial
and Manufacturing Systems Department and a Master of Science Degree in Management
of Technology program at Lehigh University, which is famous in manufacturing
throughout the world. The author would like to conclude his feeling. within this research
period as follows:
"The voyage ofdiscovery lies not in seeking new horizons, but in seeing with new eyes."
- Marcel Proust
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